Indian Island/Mamaku Restoration Project
Trip report – 7th – 9th of February 2019

Pure Salt has initiated a project to remove rats from Indian Island/Mamaku in Dusky Sound/Tamatea
Fiordland in collaboration with the Department of Conservation as part of the wider Tamatea / Dusky
Sound restauration project – aiming for the Dusky Sound to be one of the most intact ecosystems on
Earth, and New Zealand’s largest ‘bio bank’ – a source of endangered native species that can be sent to
pest free locations throughout the country.
Reducing rats to undetectable levels will help protect vulnerable native species on the island, enable future
translocations and reduce the risk of rats swimming to nearby rat-free islands such as Anchor Island and
the Passage Islands group.
Ship rats and mice had been eradicated from Indian Island in 2010, but without follow up measures a
breeding population re-established in 2015/16, likely through swimming from Long Island, or possibly from
the adjacent mainland to the south. Possums have never established on Indian Island, and it appears that
mice remain absent.
Given the high chance of ongoing re-invasion from nearby sources, it was decided to attempt to supress rats
to undetectable levels on Indian Island using a grid network of Goodnature A24 self-resetting traps. The
project goal is to establish and maintain traps on an approximate 100x100m grid over the 168 ha island
totalling around 200 traps.
The work is carried out based on the Pure Salt vessel Flightless, Pure Salt volunteer crew, funded by the
business as well as clients donating or
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The first trip to begin the project work on the island took place 26 – 30 October 2018. The team
consisted of DOC, Good Nature and Edge Effects staff members, a Life&Leisure journalist, Pure Salt
volunteers and paying clients. The main goals of this first trip were to get the rat monitoring lines marked
and set up, install the first batch of 40 traps around the coast of the island and begin marking and cutting
the internal trap lines if time permitted. All of which was achieved.
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The second trip took palace 27 – 30 of December 2018 and consisted purely of volunteers giving up
their holiday break to keep the project moving. The main goal was to mark out all tracks across the island
as well as cut as much of the internal trap lines as time and terrain permitted in order to be ready to install
further A24 traps. All but one line was marked and about 2/3 of the internal tracks were cut and marked
with blue triangles.
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This third trip took place 7 – 9 of February 2019 and consisted of volunteers and DOC staff. The aim
over the two days was to rebait and regas the existing 40 traps, run the monitoring lines, collect 9 voice
recorders placed on the island by DOC two weeks prior, continue cutting the southern tracks, install a
motion camera donated by Jacky Renouf dedicated to her mum Joan Renouf as well as install a further 60
traps. All of which was achieved with now 50% of the traps on the ground.
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Rodent monitoring lines
The standard method of monitoring rat or mouse abundance is using lines of footprint tracking tunnels laid
out along transects through the forest. The lines follow similar bearings to randomly sample the area, and
have 10 tunnels each, 50m apart. The lines remain in place and are used for ongoing monitoring to
measure the effectiveness of the rat control programme. Generally the percentage of tunnels tracked during
one night is reported as a rodent tracking rate.
Six monitoring lines were installed with the alignment of some planned lines readjusted slightly due to
bluffs. The lines on Indian Island are marked with pink flagging tape and tracking tunnel sites are marked
with numbered white triangles. They are run three times a year in line with the rebaiting schedule during
the month of February, June and October.
In October the tunnels were run straight after being installed which often records low results. The recorded
1.7% was seen as likely to increase to a higher and more accurate tracking rate when monitored the next
time.
th

Three teams loaded all tunnels with a pre-inked tracking card baited with peanut butter on the 7 . The
th
tracking cards were retrieved by the same teams after one night on the 8 . Five tunnels had tracked rats
overnight (#1, #4, #6, #24, #59), giving a tracking rate of 8.3%. This also shows a higher concentration in
the northeast of the island. A rate of below 5% tracking over a period of 12 months or more is seen as low
enough for the reintroduction of species.
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Rat trap grid
While some members of the team were running the monitoring lines another team worked off the tender
and began checking and re-baiting the existing A24 coastal traps including the ones installed on the small
islands to the southwest of Indian Island. A freshly dead rat was found under a trap on the southwest most
island confirming bait effectiveness after 4 months of placement. The traps were rebaited with an ALP
(Auto Lure Pump) and set with a new CO² gas canister.
A further team started putting out 20 new traps on the northern end of the island whilst three teams
started cutting the remainder of the tracks on the southern side. The new trap lines are marked with blue
triangles, and trap sites are marked with pink triangles.
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On the 8 the teams continued to link all tracks on the southern side as well as start cutting on the tops.
A further 40 A24 traps were set up along the new and existing trap lines over the northern as well as
southern parts of the island, covering the high productivity areas first and bringing the total number of traps
installed to 100. The gas canisters and bait ALPs will continue to be replaced every 4 months to ensure a
fresh supply of paste is available to lure rats into the traps.
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The foil Auto-Lure Pump (ALP) fits inside the bait cap at the top of the A24 trap and contains non-toxic
chocolate-nut flavoured paste to lure rats into the trap.

Voice recorders and motion camera
th

th

Over the course of the 7 and 8 the voice recorders were collected. These were returned to DOC and are
awaiting analysis.
th

The motion camera was installed on the 8 on the north east side of the island close to Waka harbour. The
location was chosen due to the high productivity forest reflected also in concentration of rats picked up by
the tracking tunnels. The aim is to trial an alternative tracking method not only looking at the presence of
pests but also native species. The camera card data will be checked at a minimum of three times a year in
line with the rebaiting schedule.

General observations and notes
Beech trees around Dusky Sound and other parts of Fiordland have been observed flowering heavily during
October, which is the precursor to a likely mast seeding event next autumn and winter.
Kaka, kakariki, kereru, korimako, tomtits, tawaki and weka were heard and seen on Indian Island. Several
South Island robins were seen on Indian Island including banded adults, presumably an original transferred
bird from 2013 as well as unbanded fledglings.
Indian Island contains many steep unmapped bluff bands which required the original trap line alignments to
be modified in places.
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